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Education is what remains after
one has forgotten everything
learnt in school. - Einstein

J.B. Petit has consistently ranked
among the top schools in the country.
Education World’s July 2016 issue has
ranked our school among the top ten
schools in a list of India’s Top 100 CISCE
and CBSE schools on the basis of highest
average and median scores in the
recently concluded Board exams.
J.B. Petit has been ranked 1st among all
girls school in Mumbai, the 2nd ranked
school in the State and the 5th ranked
girl’s school nationally.
To read more, you can follow the web
links given below:
http://www.educationworld.in/
rank-school/2015/
http://www.educationworld.in/institute/
jb-petit-high-school-for-girls/profile.html

ICSE 2015-16 Results

KUDOS

This year has been one of outstanding
academic achievement. We have had
impressive ICSE results, with the
highest score an outstanding 98.33%;
20 students placed in the 95-100% range
and another 24 in the 90-94.9% range.
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Sports Victories
The J. B. Petit High School for Girls
was awarded the MSSA trophy for the
Best All Round Girl’s School in Sport
for 2015-2016, a trophy that the school
has been awarded for the second time
consecutively.
Our students have been excelling at
many sports, winning the MSSA U-17
football tournament and qualifying for
the zonals, as well as qualifying for the
nationals in athletics and badminton - an
achievement of deep pride for the school
community.

Best All Round Girl’s School in Sport,
2015-2016
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We are not interested in changing minds.
Minds have always followed the pasion of
hearts. We are interested in opening hearts.

The J.B. Petit School calendar
is always full of exciting
co-curricular and extra curricular activities aimed at
the holistic development of
our students. The first term
of 2016 was no exception!
Some highlights...
At the Kala Ghoda Arts Festival
The J.B. Petit School Choir performed at
the prestigious Kala Ghoda Arts Festival
in February. It was a very well received
performance with a large audience to
cheer on our girls.

BEST bus to appreciate and learn about
the historic buildings, statues and
monuments of South Mumbai.

Bon Appetit!
Following the resounding success of
the European Food Festival hosted by
students of Std VIII last year, the first
edition of Bon Appetit - JB’s French
Food Festival was hosted in April by the
Std X French students. The event was
received with tremendous enthusiasm
from staff and students. All the food was
conceptualized, prepared and served by
the students. It was a sold-out event!

CO - CUR R ICULA RS

Collectomania on Mumbai
A year-long research project by Std
3 students on the different facets to
the city of Mumbai culminated in
presentations by each group of students
and the launch of a richly illustrated
book of stories.

Mumbai Darshan
In March, students of Std 3 toured
around Mumbai in an open-topped

Welcoming Spring
The primary school celebrated Spring
Festivals with great fervor- Easter, Gudi
Padwa and Holi. The students made
marzipan eggs, and designed cut outs of
chicks and bunnies for Easter, along with
a special Easter egg hunt. Gudi Padwa
festivities were marked by the making
and placing of ‘gudis’ in each class and
watching vibrant demonstrations of
traditional Maharashtrian dances.
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Navroze was celebrated with the setting
up of the traditional, lavishly decorated
Navroze table outside classrooms;
the children learnt the meaning and
symbolism of each food item on the
special Navroze table.

meditated in the dream catchers zone,
fed and gave a bath to farm animals in
the barn, trekked through the gardens,
enjoyed a tractor ride and returned
home enriched with their experiences of
farming and rural life.

Think Green

Mood-n-Mime

CO - CUR R ICULA RS

The annual, much awaited student-run
Mood n Mime Competition between the
4 classes of Std IX & X was held in April
with each of the classes living up to
the tradition of meaningful, insightful
dramatic productions on a rich variety
of thought provoking themes.

Students of Std VI
and VII accompanied
published author
and environmental
enthusiast, Katie
Bagli to the
Horniman Circle
Gardens on a field
trip to learn about
and appreciate the
city’s unique flora
and fauna.

Fostering Camaraderie
The annual inter-house Just A Minute,
Hindi Dramatics, Hindi Elocution, &
Senior English Debate competitions
were held in the months of April, June &
July. As ever, these events were fiercely
competitive with brilliant performances
and a terrific show of talent.

At the smart Eco Farm
Students of Std 3 and Std 4 visited the
Smart Eco Farm off Panvel in February.
The children created an Eco City,
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Asanas for all
International Yoga Day was celebrated
in June, with the entire school
performing asanas together and the
sharing of rich stories of personal
growth and development through the
benefits of yoga.

stunning art works, a testimony to their
immense talent and creativity, were
later exhibited in school.

Welcome Grandparents!
Students of
Std I warmly
welcomed their
grandparents
to JB. After
fecilitating
them with
gifts, a special
assembly
was put up
in the school
auditorium;
children sang,
danced and
performed
exuberantly for their beloved
grandparents. The event was memorable
and heart warming!

CO - CUR R ICULA RS

Creative Expressions in Metal

Student Government
Congratulations, to the newly elected
Student Government! The elections
held in school, culminated in a formal
Investiture Ceremony attended by
proud parents. A memorable event!
To serve on the Student Council is
both an honour and a challenge;
and we have no doubt that our
girls will make fine leaders who
will uphold the distinctive legacy
and traditions of the school.

Art students of Stds IX and X attended
a 3 day metal sculpture camp at Devrai
Art Village, Panchgani. Their completed
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All human beings are BORN FREE
& equal in dignity and rights.

JB students
enthusiastically participated
in various MUNs as delegates
serving on different committees
and representing countries
of the United Nations.
Our students are avid
MUNers and have won many
impressive laurels for the
school over the years.
A Unique Experience called

HMUN -Hyderabad

MODEL UNI T ED NAT IONS

The sixth session of the Harvard Model
United Nations India was held in
Hyderabad from 12-15 August, 2016.

from 14 countries around the world
who spent four days in the world-class
Hyderabad International Convention
Centre discussing issues critical to the
international stage.
Students were challenged to innovate
new solutions to historical and
contemporary problems alike, ranging
from basic questions of human rights to
the increasing impact of climate change.

CMUN
Invigorating, challenging and enthusing,
CMUN 2016 was an experience to be
remembered for the JB delegation that
attended. From challenging sessions
that caused our girls to push their
boundaries of conventional thinking,
to committees constantly ridden by
creative crises, our students were in
for a real treat! What was even more
heartening was that they admirably rose
to the challenge, got integrally involved
in their respective commitees, wrote
resolutions, got ‘verbal mentions’ and
even bagged awards.

Seventeen excited, enthusiastic JB Petit
‘MUNNERS’ attended this session. After
weeks of research and preparation,
they stood shoulder to shoulder, and
held their own along with 1300 bright
and passionate high school students

CMUN 2016 effectively brought out
the true potential of our outstanding
JB delegation, which was a force to be
reckoned with!
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No matter what people tell
you, words and ideas can
change the world.

The world is replete with
remarkable people who have
led fascinating lives and have
interesting stories to share.

The Other People - Rock Band

At J.B., we constantly create
opportunities for our students
to interact with luminaries from
varied fields whose experiences
are deeply enriching.
Nandana Dev Sen - Author
Popular Mumbai-based band, ‘The Other
People’ performed some of their latest
hits for the senior school in March. A
great start to the new academic year!

Bachendri Pal - Mountaineer

Nandana Dev Sen, author of Mambi & the
Forest Fire, read interesting snippets
from her delightful book; children of
Std I and HKG performed skits based on
the book. Thoroughly enjoyable!

Bachendri Pal, the first Indian woman
to scale Mount Everest had an
inspirational interactive session with the
students of the senior school in June.

T E T E - A -T E T E

Natasha Sharma and Priya Author and Illustrator
Natasha Sharma and Priya the author
and illustrator of the book, ‘Princess
Easy Pleasy’ read excerpts from the
book and freely interacted with the
students of Std I and HKG.

Allen Shaw - Artist
Visiting German Artist, Mr. Allan Shaw
conducted an exciting, interactive
session with secondary students in
March, sharing with them his daily
diaries and travelogues.

Staff and students were deeply engaged
all through this riveting session; her
humility, vibrant spirit and positivity
endeared her to one and all. Completely
memorable!
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An open mind is a
beautiful mind.

J.B. organizes a number of
sessions for students and parents
on topics of interest, with the
aim of enhancing perspectives
and providing deeper insights.
Understanding Drug Abuse
Kripa Foundation conducted a talk on
‘Understanding Drug Abuse - Causes,
Symptoms and Treatment’, followed
by an interactive Q & A session, for
students of Stds. IX & X in April.

Psychology of Learning
Our principal, Mrs. Benaifer P. Kutar
conducted a special workshop on
‘Memory Model – Techniques to Enhance
Retention’ for Std. X students in March.

Empowerment of Women

PER SPECT I V ES

Ms. Zarina Mehta Screwala (ex student,
Director of Swades Foundation)
conducted a talk and interactive session
on ‘Empowerment of Women through
Education and Opportunity’ for students
of the secondary school in April.

Body Image
A talk on ‘Body Image’ by Varsha
Deshmukh, an ex student and USbased clinical psychologist, was held for
students of Std. VIII in June.

Your Child At School
Dr. Viraj Sanghi conducted a workshop
on ‘Your Child at School – A Paediatric
Neurologist’s Perspective’ in July for
secondary school parents.

Spot A Bug!
Katie Bagli, author of numerous books
on nature conducted an open air
discussion on the fascinating world of
insects with students of Std. 3 at the
Bombay Port Trust gardens.
The children were ‘insect detectives’
for the day and learnt to identify spotbeetles, moth cocoons, red silk-cotton
bugs and woodlouse, to name but a few.
It was an enthralling experience!
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The best thing about memories
is making them.

Annually, JB organises
various enriching tours and excursions to
places of interest in and around the country.

Students of Std. 10 visited Matheran over 3 days; EVS students did a case study on Matheran as an
eco-friendly hill station. Various activities were conducted- yoga, seed bombing, trekking, creating a
herbarium, visiting a bio-gas plant, interviewing locals- to gain a better understanding of this unique
ecosystem.

SOJOUR NS

An educational tour to Darjeeling and Sikkim was organised for secondary school sudents in April.
Words used by our students to describe the trip- ‘cold’ ‘memorable’, ‘breathtaking’, ‘serene’- succintly
describes their experience!

Secondary students of Stds. 5-7 went on a school picnic to Aquamagica Water Park in July. A
thoroughly enjoyable excursion! Students loved the ‘lazy river’ and the ‘wave pool’. The rides were
challenging and exhilarating. Our students unanimously summed up the experience: “awesome fun”.
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We keep moving forward,
opening new doors, and doing
new things, because we’re curious
and curiosity keeps leading us
down new paths. -Walt Disney
Moving ‘Ever Forward ’,
school events to look
forward to... Be sure to save
the dates in your calendar!

Save the Date !
JB
presents
Annual Variety
Entertainment ProGramme
2016

September 30th - October 2nd

Ticket

Forthcoming events to
look forward to:
Primary Class Assemblies
JIO MAMI Film Festival
Hindi Elocution
Hindi Debates
Commerce Quiz
Inter-House GK Quiz

The eagerly anticipated JB Fete
will be held in November. We
hope to see students, friends
and family attend in large
numbers! We promise you
exciting game stalls, interesting
activities, ‘horror house’, the
JB JAM and of course, many
delectable goodies to eat!

Student Government Elections
Cultural Festival
Annual Sports Day and much much
more......

E V E R FO RWA R D

Secondary students of Stds. 7-10
can look forward to the JB MUN
to be held in October.
Introducing Aquasailing for
students of Stds. 6 - 8!

We’ll keep you posted!
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